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What is Yoee® Baby?
The first toy designed for playing together with a newborn.
Babies love the touch of the soft tail. It makes them giggle, smile and coo. It’s a simple idea, but the soft tail, rattle, crinkle 

fabric and teether make this the best sensory development toy available. Taking it’s cues from the most recent science on 

the developing brain and the importance of play, Yoee Baby is the perfect gift for a new baby or expecting parent.

1. Designed for interactive play 
at a time when babies can’t yet 
sit up, grab for things or move 
around.

2. A fun toy for new Moms, 
Dads, and Grandparents to 
bond with baby through play.  

3. Great for teaching older 
siblings how to play gently with 
new baby.

4. A gift for a new baby that can 
be enjoyed right away.

5. Inspired by caressing a baby 
with a feather, can be used to 
stimulate baby’s senses or calm 
and soothe when baby is fussy. 

6. All-in-one plush, 
developmental, sensory, rattle, 
and teether toy.

7. Compact, lightweight and 
loaded with all the features 
babies love, makes it ideal for at 
home, or on-the-go.

8. No lights, and no batteries.

SELLING TIPS: 
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Puppy
SKU: 858909006070

YB2PY2

Monkey
SKU: 858909006032

YB2MK1

Kitty
SKU: 858909006049

YB2KT1

Fox
SKU: 858909006087

YB2FX1

Babies are Born Ready to Play

A child’s earliest experiences have a lasting impact on the architecture of the developing brain. During our earliest months of 
life, billions of brain cells form circuits and connections that lay the foundation for all future learning, behavior and health. 

Research tells us that back and forth interactions between child and adult help build a strong foundation in a child’s brain. When 
an infant makes a noise, gestures or cries and an adult responds in a positive and nurturing way, that interaction helps build 
connections and supports healthy brain development. This is called “serve and return.” 

Positive serve and return interactions support cognitive, social and emotional development, and are the basis for bonding. The 
more times serve and return interactions are repeated, the more healthy neural connections form in the brain. 

Playtime is a fun and important way to bond with baby and support these vital serve and return interactions. But, it’s not always 
easy knowing what play with an infant looks like. That’s why we invented Yoee Baby.  At a time when babies can’t sit up, grasp, 
or move around, Yoee Baby makes it fun and easy to engage babies in the types of playful interactions that allow them to thrive. 


